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Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Subarachnoid Hemorrhage 
(SAH)(SAH)

Common causes Common causes 
Head trauma Head trauma 
Intracranial aneurysms Intracranial aneurysms 
Benign perimesencephalic hemorrhageBenign perimesencephalic hemorrhage

Less frequent causes Less frequent causes 
Arteriovenous malformation (AVM) Arteriovenous malformation (AVM) 
Arterial dissection Arterial dissection 
Extension from intracerebral hemorrhage Extension from intracerebral hemorrhage 
Arteriovenous fistulae Arteriovenous fistulae 
NeoplasmNeoplasm

1% to 5% of adults have a cerebral aneurysm1% to 5% of adults have a cerebral aneurysm
~ 1 in 10,000 North Americans each year suffer an aneurysmal ~ 1 in 10,000 North Americans each year suffer an aneurysmal 
subarachnoid hemorrhagesubarachnoid hemorrhage
Rupture of Rupture of Saccular Aneurysms Saccular Aneurysms –– 80% nontraumatic SAH80% nontraumatic SAH

Occur mostly at vessel Occur mostly at vessel branch points/bifurcationsbranch points/bifurcations
> 50% combined morbidity and mortality > 50% combined morbidity and mortality 



SAH CTA: SAH CTA: 
Need for 3D PostNeed for 3D Post--ProcessingProcessing

Source images from CTA Source images from CTA 
insufficientinsufficient for rapid and for rapid and 
accurateaccurate diagnosisdiagnosis
Standard 3D views of Standard 3D views of each each 
vascular segmentvascular segment crucial for crucial for 
excluding pathology excluding pathology 
3D views allow neuroradiologist 3D views allow neuroradiologist 
to confidently distinguish normal to confidently distinguish normal 
anatomy from vascular anatomy from vascular 
pathology and normal variantspathology and normal variants
3D views essential for 3D views essential for 
communicationcommunication with other with other 
caregivers and to guide caregivers and to guide 
interventional therapyinterventional therapy

Opthalmic, ACOM, & 
Aneurysms



Importance of 3D Views in SAH CTA: Importance of 3D Views in SAH CTA: 
Easy to Miss Easy to Miss SmallSmall Aneurysms on Source Image Review AloneAneurysms on Source Image Review Alone

Conspicuity is markedly 
increased on 3D MIP or 
Volume-Rendered views 

Difficult to detect aneurysm on 
source CTA images alone. 
Branch morphology, such as at 
the MCA bifurcation, can
obscure small aneurysms

MCA Bifurcation Aneurysm



3D Imaging Service 3D Imaging Service 
Vascular PostVascular Post--Processing Processing 

3D technologists are extensively 3D technologists are extensively 
trained to document trained to document normal normal 
anatomyanatomy as well as skillfully as well as skillfully 
document document neurovascular pathologyneurovascular pathology
using using 3D3D postpost--processing processing 
techniques. These are: techniques. These are: 
MIPsMIPs –– Maximum Intensity Maximum Intensity 
ProjectionsProjections
CR CR –– Curved ReformatsCurved Reformats
VRVR–– Volume RenderingVolume Rendering



MGH 3D Imaging Service:MGH 3D Imaging Service:
SAH Protocol ViewsSAH Protocol Views

•At least 2 orthogonal views at each vessel bifurcation
•Reduce risk of missing pathology

•Total Views:
•MIPs: ~ 25
•CR: 4
•VR: as necessary to characterize pathology

•Standard set of views developed 
by MGH Neuroradiology staff in 
conjunction with the 3D Imaging 
Service 
•MIP and CR views, created by 
3D-technologists, tailored for 
aneurysm detection



Questionable Abnormalities on VR: Questionable Abnormalities on VR: 
Source Image Comparison NecessarySource Image Comparison Necessary

Report:
Questionable PCOM 
aneurysm on VR 
demonstrated to 
meet criteria for 
infundibulum on 
source image review

•3D-technologists mark questionable abnormalities during post-
processing
•Careful correlation by neuroradiologist with source images 
may confirm or exclude pathology



Importance of Orthogonal Importance of Orthogonal 
ViewsViews

Small aneurysms can be Small aneurysms can be obscuredobscured on a on a 
single projection by overlapping vesselssingle projection by overlapping vessels
Our protocol utilizes at least Our protocol utilizes at least 2 orthogonal 2 orthogonal 
viewsviews at each major vessel bifurcationat each major vessel bifurcation

Axial Oblique Coronal Oblique



Multiple Aneurysms with SAH: Multiple Aneurysms with SAH: 
Which Ruptured?Which Ruptured?

•Use localization/assymetry
of hematoma on non-
contrast head CT 

•Rupture of right MCA
bifurcation aneurysm
indicated by greater 
amount of blood 
collecting within right 
Sylvian fissure 

Bilateral MCA Bifurcation Aneurysms



Relationship of Branch Relationship of Branch 
Vessels to Aneurysm SacVessels to Aneurysm Sac

•VR is best for demonstrating whether branch vessel 
arises off of aneurysm sac
•Complicates neurosurgical/endovascular repair

MCA Bifurcation Aneurysm



Relationship of Branch Relationship of Branch 
Vessels to Aneurysm SacVessels to Aneurysm Sac

•VR also good for assessing degree of 
incorporation into aneurysm wall

Giant ACOM Aneurysm



Aneurysm Measurements, Aneurysm Measurements, 
Contour & OrientationContour & Orientation

ACOM Aneurysm Anterior Choroidal Aneurysm

Measurements
•Sac Length
•Dome Width
•Neck Width
•Dome/Neck Ratio > 2:1 
and neck < 5 more 
favorable for 
endovascular treatment 
(coiling)
•Aneurysms > 10 mm 
have significantly higher 
risk of rupture

Bi-lobed PCOM Aneurysm Multi-lobulated Basilar Apex Aneurysm

Note sac lobulations
and orientation to guide 
surgical technique



Paraclinoid AneurysmsParaclinoid Aneurysms

•CTA delineates 
relationship of aneurysm to 
adjacent osseous structures
•Helps in planning surgical 
approach



Utility of Curved ReformatsUtility of Curved Reformats

Useful for identifying inflow and outflow of giant 
cavernous carotid aneurysms

cavernous carotid aneurysm


